Night Vision Camera Market - by Type(Infrared, Wireless, Others); by Placement(Wall, Others); by Power(Wired, Battery Others); by Resolution(1080p, Others); by Body Type(Dome, Others); by End-User Applications - Forecast to 2020

Description: Night Vision cameras are the cameras which are used to intensify human sight under very low light conditions. These cameras are useful for security purposes, providing security in our home, office or place of business. Having a night vision security camera in proper place enables us to protect our valuable assets by capturing video evidence of theft, break-ins or vandalism. Wireless night vision cameras are very easy to set up and on direct installation to the existing network; these are accessible through our computer or any other Internet capable device. The report study includes the detailed demand analysis of this Night Vision Market on a global and regional scale for a five-year period of 2015-2020, both in terms of volume (Units) and revenue ($billion).

The market is evaluated based on the key attributes such as the power in the hands of producers and consumers, analysis on the degree of competition, and threats from substitutes and new entrants. The report also includes segmentation based on type, mounting area, power, resolution, body type and end user applications. Types of night vision cameras include Infrared, Mini, Wireless, Car, Digital, Security and Video night vision cameras. Wireless Night Vision cameras can again be of many types such as Backup, Mini, Motion Detection, Rear View and Waterproof Wireless night vision cameras. The major end user applications of Night Vision Cameras include Military, Law enforcement, wild life observation, hunting, security, surveillance, navigation, entertainment and movie-making.

The Night Vision camera market has also been segmented based on geographical region: Americas, Europe, Asia-pacific and Middle-East & Africa. These geographies are further classified into countries holding prominent share in the night vision camera market for the forecast period. Major market revenue share is contributed by the U.S.

Americas is the dominant region for Night Vision Camera market with U.S leading the charge. Europe is projected to have highest growth in the next few years, followed by Asia Pacific regions due to the increasing need of night vision cameras in wartime use.

Among a wide range of manufacturers, major players that contribute to the Night Vision camera market are:

Satir Inc.,
Tak Technologies Pvt. Ltd,
PCO S.A.,
Vivotek Inc.,
GeoVision Inc.

We provide profound data about the industry overview, financial overview, business strategies and recent developments.
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